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My biggest fear in the beginning was, \"Can you give me unlimited sound levels and not limit the
available ranges?\" BTW, even if this seems like such a small thing, it is NOT a small thing in the world
of software plug-ins! I can just imagine how hard it was to design something that allowed a user to
control the frequency and the volume simultaneously with the level controls of a professional analog
console through VST and MIDI! But, it was not easy to pull off, so I am VERY impressed! And it handles
hard clipping superbly. I’m a bit of a vintage prototipist and the “Surplus” plug-in is an iconic example
of this approach. The Brainworx version takes this architecture and applies it to the entire audio
spectrum. A colleague introduced me to Brainworx a few years ago, and I was already a fan of
Brainworx’s multiband EQs and parametric filters. Then I’ve seen one of the new brainworx.BX.Digital
plug ins and it blew my mind away. While others proclaim their particular version as the best there is,
I’ve made it my mission to bring you the best single one for your budget. And I’m determined to keep
it that way. With the Bx_masterdeck, you get 11 bands of parametric EQ and three filters: low-pass,
high-pass, and shelving. This is one of the most powerful, versatile audio mastering plugins around.
The metering section allows you to easily monitor the stereo image across the entire audio spectrum.
Using this section, you can achieve any balance, but you don’t have to drag your knob to match the
balance on the mix. Read More Lloyd Henderson, Producer/Engineer/Musician Great as an all-in-one
mastering tool, not just for vocals and drum/guitar micing. It works great for vocals and snare and
mastering the groove of drum micing. And the side buttons are great.
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